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RECAP OF THE PURPOSE OF THE CREATION
The created worlds consisting five basic densities exist as an education system for young Souls. Mature
Souls live in the Spiritual Planes or densities which are outside of the created worlds. Mature Souls
have no desire for any of the experiences possible inside the created worlds because they have already
"been there - done that". Unless they choose to accept an assignment at the administrator level, they
never need to return to any of the created Planes. Souls are "Sons of the Creator (SO-0)" and, as such,
are eternal creatures. They will continue to exist forever.
However, everything else inside the created worlds is perishable and temporary. These things - matter,
energy, space and time - are created illusions which exist only to provide young Souls with the
opportunity to have experiences which contribute to their growth, increase their wisdom, and lead them
to maturity. These intangible qualities cannot be instantly taught. Only experience can create them. If
there was another way, the created worlds would not be necessary. However, there is not.
Only Souls are eternal creatures. Everything else is temporary and impermanent. Creatures which do
not have or are not associated with a Soul (group Souls) will eventually cease to exist and all memory of
their existence will be erased.

EARTH SURFACE BEFORE THE HOMO SAPIEN SAPIEN
The Earth before the introduction of the manufactured life forms we call homo sapien sapien consisted
of two main parts. On the surface existed vegetation, animals, birds, insects and all other varieties of
creatures, many of which are now extinct. In the "underworld" there were honeycomb shaped
"continents" where the advanced life forms lived. Recall, "There were giants in the Earth at that time
and also afterward..." Well, they are still there and they are the natural advanced life forms which have a
right to be here - just like the vegetation and the other living creatures on the surface.
We know about the "giants" mainly from the reports of Admiral Byrd [3] who thought he had flown into
the center of the Earth. The term "giants" appears to be a mistranslation because extreme size is not
reported in Byrd's notes. Byrd reported a "central sun" but the green light he saw is not from a sun but
rather is naturally generated by the surrounding rock. The green color is the color of Chromium(III)
oxide - Cr2O3 - and this color can be seen coming from under the ice (one of the entrance points) in
Antarctica. Antarctica is a restricted area because - like UFO's, ET's, space and time travel - the
governments have decided the ordinary people should never know about these things.
Byrd reports the inhabitants were quite friendly and not hostile. However, since they are real people and
not Soulless manufactured people like the homo sapien sapien, you can appreciate that they have no
compelling interest in humans.

The Earth at that time was similar but not identical. For example, the "giant" redwood trees of
California would have just been "average" trees at that time and most vegetation and life forms present
then would not exist today.

CREATION OF THE HOMO SAPIEN SAPIEN
According to Zecharia Sitchin [4], the homo sapien is not natural and was likely manufactured by a
civilization known as the Anunnaki to be used as slaves mainly to harvest gold on Earth. Gold is used
for life extension by those who understand the correct procedure.
The manufacturing process likely used the Orangutan as a base. The DNA was augmented with pig
DNA and the intelligence was increased by adding segments of alien DNA from the manufactures.
Because of the pig DNA, many of the so called "holy books" prohibit eating pork because it was feared
that if the new creations developed a taste for pork they might develop a taste for themselves and
become cannibals.
Although the homo sapien sapien may look like a natural creation, there are obvious differences that
raise questions. All other living creatures are born with whatever knowledge they need to successfully
survive. Humans are not. They are essentially "blank slates" and must be programmed after birth. They
will accept any programming as correct. Essentially, they are ideal slaves because, unlike other
creatures, they do not know who they are, why they are here or what they should do. Unless told
"something", they just wander around in ignorance.
Manufactured life forms do not have Souls. Therefore, they have no standing with the Creator. Souls
are "Sons of the Creator" and are eternal creatures. Everything else is temporary. Only Souls eventually
return to the Creator. If you don't have one, you cannot.
Recent scans are showing that only about 2% of humans have a Soul. The remainder might best be
described as "clay pots". They exist. They reproduce and perform various functions. They look like the
few who do have Souls but they are not recognized by the Creator. They are no different - in the eyes of
the Creator - than a coffee pot or a lawnmower. These are also created things. Their existence is
invisible to the Creator. Only His children - Souls - are visible.
Originally, no homo sapien sapien had a Soul. If they did, it would mean ordinary life forms had the
power to create Souls. They do not. Only the Creator can make a Soul and the number of Souls is
finite.
So, it is assumed that, over time, some Souls got a little bit too curious about Earth, became trapped in
the extreme negativity which exists here, and realized too late that they could not escape. They have
remained prisoners here ever since. Some are said to be trapped in the bodies of Dolphins which may
explain the affinity Dolphins have for humans.

THE UNDERWORLD
We are told "There were giants in the Earth at that time (when man was created) and also afterward..."
These advanced beings live in honeycomb shaped "continents" underground. They are the natural
advanced inhabitants of Earth and are recognized by the Creator. The various forms of vegetation as
well as the other creatures which live on the surface as well as the Planetary Spirit are also recognized
by the Creator. Homo sapien sapiens are not.
No one was ever supposed to find the "underworld", however an entrance at Antarctica has now been
discovered and is considered "a big secret deal" about which no one is supposed to know. Hopefully,
the many other underground civilizations will remain hidden because the inhabitants know what we are
and want nothing to do with us.

NATURAL CREATURES
Some natural advanced creatures exist on the surface of the Earth. These creatures are advanced, have
Souls and so have standing with the Creator. Most are small groups from other advanced planets who
are here to "study the phenomenon". They live quiet lives - are generally unrecognized by the created
organisms - and observe but do not interfere. They are discussed in [5].
Earth has had technology exchange contracts with the small and large (Draco) greys as well as
Reptialians but most have now reportedly expired. They mainly involved trading abducted US citizens
to aliens in exchange for technology. Earth leaders love technology but consider ordinary people to be
useless and expendable.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THOSE WHO CREATE ARTIFICIAL LIFE FORMS
Protocols for the creation of artificial life forms are specified in IGC law. Artificial life forms must be
supervised and under control of legitimate life forms - life forms which do have Souls. Whoever created
the homo sapien sapien violated this rule by abandoning them on Earth unsupervised. Originally, the
plan was to exterminate the created slaves at the conclusion of the project as required by the universal
laws. However, for whatever reason, this was not done.
Most people have no idea about the awesome storage capacity of DNA. Essentially all of the top secret
research being done today at Fort Detrick concerns the area of DNA called "junk DNA". Of course, it is
not junk at all. If you were born to older parents who were highly educated - doctors, lawyers, scientists
- all of their knowledge was transferred to you and is encoded in your DNA in the "junk" section. If you

can access it, you will have conscious knowledge of everything they knew.
So, when the aliens who created humans used some of their own DNA in the mix, information about
their culture as well as their scientific knowledge was also transferred. Over time, the created life forms
began to get interested in the stars and began to suspect that they may have links to something "out
there". It took time, of course, but now a good bit of this has been figured out. Obviously, it is all
secret.
The "wild" side of this is that we now have created life forms creating life forms themselves. There are
quite a few secret sites where scientists are "manufacturing people". Of course, they don't have Souls
either

ARTIFICIAL LIFE FORMS HAVE NO STANDING WITH THE CREATOR
Remember that, although it is possible to create artificial life forms, you can not create Souls. Only
Souls will remain when everything else is gone so anything you create has a finite existence.
Since artificial life forms have no standing with the Creator, they also have no rights under the universal
laws. They may think they do - because they can be programmed to think anything the manufactures
desire - but they do not.

POTENTIALS OF ARTIFICIAL FORMS
Artificially created life forms can possess all of the attributes of real life forms except for a Soul.
Consequently, it is impossible for them to contemplate or realize the existence of the Spiritual Planes or
the fact that there is a Creator.
However, they can potentially access all of the attributes in the so called "lower worlds". They have
Astral bodies which survive physical death. They reincarnate. It may appear that they are somehow
"eternal", however they will be swept away and forgotten forever at the first dissolution.
In the meantime, they can enjoy their temporary existence and their false belief that they are somehow
"real people".
If unsupervised, the dominant driving desires will likely be the desire for sex, possession of material
things and desire for various conquests to obtain more of these. It is likely just a coincidence that these
appear to be the driving desires of today's world leaders.
If someone loses one of their senses - like, say hearing - their other active senses tend to sharpen to

compensate. Since manufactured life cannot comprehend Spirituality, the highest attribute they can
develop is mental skills. So, the probability is that leaders in all known fields of knowledge are
Soulless.
By contrast, people who do have Souls may have little interest in the lower attributes because they are
capable of direct access to the Creator. Consider, for example, Muhammad (Peace be Upon Him).
Muhammad was illiterate and dictated the Quran. Why bother to learn how to read or write if you have
instant access to all knowledge. Incidentally, the universal language is telepathy. Only primitive
cultures use audible speech and writing.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Artificial Intelligence exists. The Montauk Project used an artificial intelligence device which was
accessed using the "montauk chair". A trained operator could cause anything he imagined to
materialize. It functioned in a fashion similar to the techniques used by legitimate magicians who can
also materialize objects. There is considerable material on the internet concerning the Montauk project
and the chair if you are interested. There are quite a few free you tube videos by Al Bielek and Duncan
Cameron which explain this in detail.
Magicians can get into trouble if they go too far but the montauk chair was not human and so was
apparently capable of freely operating outside of established universal laws.
Today, robots are becoming quite sophisticated and popular. Female looking robots can generally pass
for a real girl. They can now be made essentially totally functional. These high end devices are quite
expensive at present and are not in mass production.

MAGIC AND MIRACLES
People can train themselves to become superior to certain other people and use these skills to control
others. Magic and miracles are not mysterious - just not understood by most.
Mental powers can be quite awesome. For example, at a gathering of initiates of the group called the
Rosicrucians, the Imperator - their supreme leader - levitated a bowl of flowers from the back of the
auditorium to his podium at the front of the auditorium to demonstrate his powers.
The Montauk Chair - an artificial device using computers and created with help from the small Greys
and some Reptilians - could do similar things and it was not even alive (but did use artificial
intelligence). If you happen to be one of the 2% who actually has a Soul, your time would be better
spent developing your Spiritual attributes so you can leave this miserable planet instead of getting
involved in all this low level stuff.

However, for the Soulless majority, learning how to manipulate and exploit less developed people seems
to have become quite a popular occupation - and also quite profitable. Actually, perfecting mind control
has occupied government researchers in the US since at least the end of WW II through the present day.
They love this occult stuff and have secretly killed thousands in their quest to covertly control other's
thoughts and manipulate their behavior.
There are only two people, both females, - Cathy O’Brien and Sue Ford (aka Brice Taylor) who were
able to escape from mind control and recover memories. Both have written books and also both have
free you tube videos describing their ordeals.
Witchcraft centers around establishing an intimate relationship with someone who has died. It is a
symbiotic relationship. The dead person is your "guide". It still has unfinished business on Earth and
wants your help. In exchange, the guide can give you information you normally could not get like
information about the future. It is easy for Astral entities to travel across time.
Remote Viewing - the governments favorite - involves creating a thought form which you can mentally
direct to some remote location both in space and time and so "view" the scene there. The process is
taught on the internet and is not really a secret any more. Since the "viewer" is not actually you but a
thought form you create, government remote viewers are awake and alert during the viewing session and
relaying what they "view" to a controller sitting next to them. Government remote viewers generally
"travel" to the remote destination as a group so as to increase accuracy by comparing notes later.

FUTURE TIMELINES
We have two published first hand experiences future timelines. One is the Robert Monroe timeline from
the year 3000 [1] and the second is the Al Bielek timeline from the mid 2700's [2]. Ar first glance, both
appear to be totally different. However, further analysis reveals they are actually the same timescape
reached by different methods.
The Monroe timeline appears to have been erased when the Philadelphia Experiment of 1943 linked
with the Montauk experiment of 1983. Both occurred during the peak of the Earth's 20 year biorhythm
cycle which happens every 20 years around the middle of August. 1963 was skipped over because no
compatible device was operating on Earth at that time.
Both timelines indicate that the future of humankind is stagnation. The Bielek timeline - which is the
active present timeline - leads to a society where artificial intelligence and machines provide for all
human needs. Use of money has been abandoned. Even though exotic high technology is available such as space and time travel - there is no indication that it is being used. People are required to have
some type of occupation, apparently to avoid total boredom, however they do not work for any sort of
monetary reward because everything is free provided by the machines. The people exhibit no desire to

advance to any level beyond what they already have and exist in a state of vacant contentment with no
desires or aspirations. The society is stagnant.
The Monroe timeline depicts a future where humans stay on Earth but use their Astral bodies. This
eliminates the need for food and all other human amenities. It apparently does not occur to them that since they have obviously mastered the use of their Astral bodies - they could go to the Astral Planes.
Instead, they seem content to stay on Earth and enjoy a carefree existence. Like the Bielek timeline,
they show no desire to advance. The society is stagnant.
Therefore, it appears that the future of humanity is a state of mindless, vacant stagnation where the
"people" have lost all motivation to advance.

DISPOSITIONS
The homo sapien sapien will eventually cease to exist. The question is when and by what method.
There are two main "fail safe" systems built into the created worlds which cannot be defeated. These
systems, commonly known as Minor Dissolutions and Grand Dissolutions, guarantee that the system
will be periodically cleansed of undesirable attributes which accumulate over time.
Minor Dissolutions temporarily remove the Physical and Astral planes. These are the two planes
currently ruled by Kal. Only Souls survive in a dissolution event since Souls are imperishable. No
technology survives a Minor Dissolution. So, the "transhumanism" group of scientific atheists who
believe they can live forever by transferring their memories to robots, computers or whatever will be
eliminated at this point as will all other non organic constructs.
Some creatures who do not have Souls but have highly developed mental bodies (which look like a blue
orb to those able to see them) may survive if they can reach the Mental Planes since those planes are
unaffected by a Minor Dissolution.
However, only Souls survive a Major Dissolution which essentially resets the entire Creation (the
created worlds). Since most homo sapien sapien creatures have no Soul, their existence will
permanently end here and no record that they ever existed will remain. Souls which were trapped in
homo sapien sapien bodies will eventually be allowed to incarnate in normal bodies which best match
their level of Spiritual sophistication so they can resume their natural development.
However, in the meantime, since unsupervised Soulless organic constructs have no standing with the
Creator, any civilization which has standing is free to eliminate any of these creatures who are causing
trouble without incurring any penalties under the universal laws since these manufactured creatures have
no right to exist. Earth really did not get off to a good start when humans starting testing and using
nuclear weapons. These are prohibited devices because they disrupt space time. It also did not help
when they harrassed and killed ET's who came to ask them to stop. Now the whole galaxy knows that

the surface of the Earth is occuped by created life forms in possession of advanced technology they
should not have and don't understand and who believe they are "exceptional" and do not have to comply
with established universal laws.
If humans want to avoid confilcts they cannot win, it would be best for them to stay on Earth and carry
on thinking up new ways to bomb, kill and torture one another as they have been doing now for quite
some time. Interfering with stable, advanced civilizations will likely result in unfortunate consequences.
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